
he Canadian War Museum (CWM), with
support from the Friends of the Canadian

War Museum (FCWM), has nearly completed
the second year of a multi-year Canadian oral
military history programme.

Each programme year is divided roughly into two
distinct phases, the first being used to conduct the
interviews, and the second for their transcription.  In
its first year of operation, the CWM collected the
detailed reminiscences of nearly fifty Canadian
Second World War veterans.  The
audio-taped recollections of their mili-
tary service have been deposited in the
Canadian War Museum’s archives, con-
tributing to the retrievable record of
Canada’s military past.  Transcribing
the interviews is a labour-intensive, yet
essential task that greatly facilitates
use of the collection as a research tool.
The transcripts are held in the CWM
archives in electronic format.

The programme coordinator,
Colonel (ret’d) Angus Brown, and his
team of eight carefully selected inter-
viewers, are all members of the FCWM.
They are also former long-service
Canadian military personnel,  whose
combined careers (all post-war) include service on
land, at sea, and in the air.  Each has a deep interest in
and aptitude for the study of Canadian military histo-
ry. Angus Brown is the driving force behind the pro-
gramme’s success; he recruits the interviewers, solic-
its and schedules interviews, distributes and collects
data, maintains files, and provides the CWM with
monthly reports.  CWM historians offer general direc-
tion, and provide the interview team with specialized
training on the theory and use of oral history, as well
as interview techniques.

In the first year, slightly more than half of those
interviewed were Army veterans, although the Navy, Air
Force and Merchant Marine were also represented.
More than ten percent of those interviewed were
women, and more than half of the participants had
served as officers.  The programme team sought to inter-
view individuals representing service experiences not
already well documented in print or in other easily
researchable data.  Some of the veterans, for example,
served in signals intelligence, while others served as
naval crewmen aboard landing craft.  Veterans included
a naval gunfire forward observation officer, a wireless
operator aboard a merchant ship, a nurse and a  photo-
reconnaissance pilot.

Brown carefully matched the interview subject with
interviewer expertise.  The interviewers researched the
personal backgrounds of those to be interviewed, as

well as the historical and technical context of their indi-
vidual service experiences.  The interviews lasted from
60 to 90 minutes, and covered closely defined topics in
order to complement existing bodies of knowledge.  The
value of this in-depth preparation was demonstrated
repeatedly during the actual interviews when insightful
inquiries elicited responses full of fascinating and little-
known information.

Upon completion of each session, interviewers
prepare a detailed synopsis sheet to record the person-

al data of the person interviewed, iden-
tify key words for later computerized
search purposes, and write a short sum-
mary of the interview, highlighting
points of special interest or remarkable
value.  This conforms to good archival
practice and will allow researchers to
pinpoint quickly the location of specif-
ic references or critical information.

During the f iscal  year 2001-02,
while continuing to interview some
selected Second World War veterans,
the CWM broadened its oral history
topic f ield to include service in
NATO, in Korea,  on peacekeeping
operations, in other special duty areas,
and in policy formulation and admin-

istration.  Another major change has been in creating
defined projects within the programme in order to
target substantial groups of former service personnel
with specialized knowledge of selected Canadian
military deployments or operations.

Accordingly, this past year has produced several
outstanding oral history collections: approximately 20
interviews with personnel involved in the planning,
deployment and operations of the United Nations
Emergency Force during the period 1956-1967 (UNEF
I); approximately 20 interviews with naval aviators
and seamen serving aboard Canadian aircraft carriers,
with detailed references to aircrew and flight-deck pro-
cedures, as well as below-deck operations (the naval
aviation project benefited from the assistance and
financial support of the Directorate of History and
Heritage); and about six interviews with former service
personnel involved in the rapid evolution of pilot train-
ing programs for the Royal Canadian Air
Force/Canadian Forces in the period 1950-1975.  The
results are a major contribution to existing knowledge
of these important but under-represented aspects of
Canadian military history.

ORAL HISTORY IN CWM CORE RESEARCH

O ral history is a non-traditional source which
researchers use to flesh out the details of the sub-

ject they are investigating.  Often, it is the only means
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s with Admiral Brock’s ill-fated study of
future naval requirements, this year also

marks the fort ieth anniversary of  the
report of an equally ambitious RCAF
study to determine the capabil i t ies

required of Canada’s Air Force twenty years on.
Commander (Ret’d) Peter Haydon’s article in the
Spring 2001 issue of the Canadian Military Journal
(“What Naval Capabilities Does Canada Need”) pro-
vided a useful review of the Navy study.  It ended in
failure, according to Haydon, because the Chairman,
Rear Admiral Brock, proposed a fleet structure that
was too costly.  

The fate of the Air Force study report in 1962 was
somewhat more dramatic.  The Chief of the Air Staff,
Air Marshal Hugh Campbell, who had commissioned the
study in the previous year, ordered every copy of the
report destroyed shortly after it was published.  Neither
NDHQ nor, as far as I can determine, the National
Archives hold a copy of the RCAF Special Studies
Group report.  In fact, its content was considered so sen-
sitive that Paul Hellyer stated in his account of his years
as Minister of National Defence that not even the
Minister of the day was allowed to see it.1

Despite the lack of any official record, I know of the
study and the resulting report because the study team’s
leader was my father.  As an Air Commodore, Freddy
Carpenter was posted to Air Force Headquarters in
Ottawa in 1961 as Chief of Training and Head of the
Special Studies Group.2 In the immediately preceding
five years, he had served as Air Officer Commanding

Air Transport Command.  His time at the helm spanned
the Suez and Congo peacekeeping operations during
which the RCAF’s air transport capability had earned
high praise from the UN for providing logistics support.

While the content of the report has, to my knowl-
edge, never been made public, I understand from dis-
cussions with my father before his death in 1978 that
it contained, among other information, proposals
regarding the Canadian Forces’ strategic airlift
requirements.  Given his background, this is hardly
surprising.  The basic concept has lost none of its per-
suasiveness with time.  The Special Studies Group, a
team of four senior officers, had anticipated that
Canada, for political and strategic reasons, would con-
tinue to need appropriately trained and equipped
forces available for rapid deployment to trouble spots
anywhere around the globe.  In line with this, their
report called for the long-range airlift capability to
deliver and support them.  I mention these recommen-
dations in particular because, in view of our recent,
regrettable reliance on the US to fly our troops to
Afghanistan, they remain valid today.

However, these and the report’s other recommenda-
tions never saw the light of day.  I understand it con-
tained a number of unorthodox proposals for its time.
The influences of Carpenter ’s wartime experience
(especially in India), his travels as a course member
with the Imperial Defence College in 1953, and his
broad exposure to troubled areas around the globe dur-
ing his years running Air Transport Command, had a
profound influence on his thinking.  He was persuaded
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by which a researcher can unearth important informa-
tion not normally found in traditional documentary
evidence such as government archives, newspapers,
books, articles and photographs. It can also serve as a
source of information to expand research leads.  Oral
history does not replace or supersede any other forms
of historical research, but offers insight into the intri-
cacies, horrors, and even absurdities of war and mili-
tary service.

Oral history is primarily intended to serve an edu-
cational purpose and can be made available in a num-
ber of accessible formats.  The CWM expects that its
broadcast-quality audio tapes will be used in docu-
mentaries, as part of educational and awareness-build-
ing packages for classroom use, and feature promi-
nently on the museum’s website. In fact, it is the
museum’s intention to develop a website module ded-
icated to the oral history programme.  Virtual visitors
will gain easy access to the collection’s detailed
inventory, individual participants’ service synopsis
sheets, and short audio samples of the actual inter-
views.  The CWM is now looking into integrating

some of these ‘voices from the past’ into its planning
for upcoming permanent and temporary exhibits.

The CWM is committed to collecting military oral
history before the nation’s veterans disappear.  The
average age of Canada’s roughly 450,000 Second
World War veterans is 79.  A programme such as this
can record, preserve and disseminate at least some of
the irreplaceable information these men and women
have to impart. 

A number of other agencies, both private and pub-
lic, are at present conducting military history inter-
views.  The CWM hopes to share information and co-
ordinate activities with some of these organizations,
thereby reducing duplication of effort and maximizing
the quality and quantity of obtainable oral history.  The
museum is rapidly developing a national reputation for
expertise in the collection of meaningful oral history,
and will soon prepare a brief guidebook to assist others
in gathering  this valuable material.

Dr. Serge Durflinger is an historian with the Canadian War Museum.
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that Canada should concentrate its defence efforts on
domestic defence requirements, including sovereignty
protection.3  The capabilities required to meet this goal
would then, at least in part, permit Canada to do what it
did best: make effective contributions to the mainte-
nance of world order.  This was a mission that he pas-
sionately advocated because, besides improving the lot
of those directly involved in conflicts, it would serve
Canada’s defence, political and economic interests in
the long term.  

The main thrust of this thinking was doubtless
reflected in the work of the Special Studies Group.  A
natural corollary that would have emerged, at least
implicitly, in setting the context for recommenda-
tions on future air force requirements, was that
Canada should seriously question the efficacy of
funding any defence roles and equipment that did not
correspond to domestic requirements.  In the years
following the study, my father would argue that a
middle power like Canada had no business trying to
stand shoulder to shoulder with the major NATO
powers in Europe.  In light of this, it is quite possi-
ble that the report at least broached the notion of
dropping Canada’s forward-based contribution to
NATO’s Central Front.  

Questioning roles and equipment that could only
serve in the European theatre and had little or no
application in Canada was, in the Cold War environ-
ment of the early 1960s, ‘thinking well outside the
box,’ to put it mildly.  It imperilled what each service

saw as jewels in their respective crowns: heavy
armour and artillery, nuclear-capable fighter ground
attack aircraft, and destroyer escorts for trans-Atlantic
convoy protection.  But from Carpenter’s point of
view, their reduction or elimination would free up
defence funds for well-equipped and -trained rapid
reaction forces with the military resources to deliver
and support them.  These were the forces suited to
Canada’s domestic needs, as well as for rapid deploy-
ment anywhere.  

While these suggestions alone would have given
pause to the brass of the day, it seems the real ‘show
stopper’ was the Study Group’s case for amalgamating
the three services.4 Given the report’s timing, it would
appear the Chief of the Air Staff buried it to avoid the
potential fallout of a senior level RCAF document mak-
ing highly politically-charged recommendations.

As we know today, the call for amalgamating the
three services was not so wide of the mark. Three years
after the report was trashed, Carpenter, as a newly mint-
ed Air Vice Marshal, became the first air force Deputy
Commander of the Army in its new guise as Mobile
Command.  As for the long-range air transport recom-
mendations, doubtless not all of the report’s recommen-
dations were universally acceptable.  Nevertheless, even
forty years later, the group’s general case for a robust
strategic airlift capability for Canada’s Armed Forces
remains topical and valid.

Colonel Fred Carpenter, a retired pilot, resides in Ottawa.

NOTES

1. Paul Hellyer, Damn the Torpedoes, p. 110.
2. In 1951 he had become, at the age of 36,
the youngest Air Commodore in the RCAF.
3. For my father, sovereignty protection had
much to do with satisfying the American
requirement for air defence and submarine
detection systems that the US deemed neces-
sary to be based in Canada.  He was concerned
that if Canada did not do it, the US might feel

obliged to step in.  One of his underlying prin-
ciples of defence policy was that it was very
much in Canada’s interest to maintain a
favourable climate of opinion in the US
towards Canada.
4. As Paul Hellyer wrote later, “instead of
recommending a bigger and better Air Force,
[Carpenter] had suggested it be amalgamated
with the other services.  The brass were livid

with rage....” (Paul Hellyer, Ibid, p. 110.)
Major General Mo Morrison, in a letter to the
author dated 15 May 1995, wrote that, during a
visit with A/M Campbell shortly before his
death, “when I mentioned the ‘future study’,
Hugh closed the door on that subject before I
could blink – make of that what you will.”
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A CORPORAL’S PERSPECTIVE 
ON PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
by Corporal Daniel S. Hrycyk

recently attended a briefing on professional
development for Non-Commissioned Members
(NCMs), where change regarding what we are
required to know was continually re-emphasized.
This, of course, reflects the significant change tak-

ing place within the Canadian Forces in technology, the
education of recruits, and even predictions about what
has to be accomplished in the future.  How is this wide-
spread change going to affect the backbone of the CF,
namely the NCM?  More importantly, how will these
changes affect the Corporal, who makes up the largest
component  of the NCM cadre?  If the CF is to look at
its future training and education needs, those in control
must look at the total picture.

As technology develops, the importance of the
Corporal is becoming much more evident.  Data input
and communications may be controlled by the higher
ranks, but the work is being supervised and controlled
by those at the ground level: the Corporal or the Master
Corporal.  To have new policies and practices imple-
mented successfully, the importance of the Corporal
needs to be better recognized.

Routinely, we are the ‘eyes and ears’ of the mis-
sion.  Direct links through cell phones and computers
enable decisions to be made more quickly and more
precisely.  With technology evolving so rapidly, and at
times overtaking levels of education, steps now need
to be put in place to ensure our human resources keep
pace with technology.  This is evident when complex
systems crash, and those on site have to make far-
reaching decisions.

Corporals have at times failed to recognize their
own importance and the impact that they can have in the
success of a mission.  Unfortunately, too many have an
ingrained attitude that tells them they are ‘just a
Corporal,’ and that they are not responsible to further
the task assigned.  This systemic problem must be cor-
rected by the Corporals themselves — by those who are
committed to excellence.

Recently, my Branch (Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers) rewarded me for my suggestions on a par-
ticular operation. Incentives like this would not
occur if leaders were not receptive and willing to lis-
ten, or if mediocrity was the expected benchmark.
The wealth of experience provided by a Corporal can
be of immense assistance to the young officer, to the
recruit, and even to his peers.  They have experi-
enced successes and failures and don’t require the re-
invention of the wheel when confronted with a prob-
lem.  If this vast experience at the Corporal rank can
be properly harnessed and developed, it will go a

long way toward improving the overall efficiency of
the Forces.  Changes in professional development at
this rank should be implemented to best utilize this
important resource.

We are in an era where the Canadian Forces is
shrinking, and where competition with the civilian
sector for well-educated recruits is very stiff.  The
Forces will thus have to do a better job of retaining its
already well-trained, experienced members.  In order
to maximize the investment that the Forces has
already made in its personnel, it should be understood
that motivation of junior members is necessary.  New
goals and challenges tend to give personnel greater
satisfaction and are self-rewarding.  This reduces lost
motivation and poor quality of work due to a rise in
self-esteem.  This, in turn, creates higher productivity
and better morale.  A sense of accomplishment is
developed along with greater confidence to make deci-
sions or solve problems.

How can we create these challenges, and what
rewards would be possible?  A set of standard tests
across the CF could be implemented — short self-study
tests similar to those that officers write.  These tests
could involve an assortment of skills used while in the
CF.  They could range from military writing and com-
munication skills, to how to use CFAOs or DAODs
effectively, to understanding leadership principles and
ethics, as well as the aims of personnel management.
Those who participate voluntarily could be rewarded by
career enhancement: a higher score on Personal
Evaluation Reports, short leave at the CO’s discretion,
or even a pin (similar to that worn by MSE operators to
show their years of safe driving, or to the old Battle
Efficiency Badge) to be worn by the individual who
completes the series of tests.

What would these professional development pro-
grammes provide?  They could provide an efficient
means to further develop and motivate a large group
within the CF.  Costs would be low, and self-study
would help those who are motivated and eager to
improve their knowledge and potential.  The Corporal
rank would be given a boost and no longer be consid-
ered a ‘glorified private.’ The positive spin-offs for the
CF may come by way of improved efficiency and intel-
lectual agility in a smaller but more adept military,
which, in the end, helps Canada as a whole.  Better uti-
lizing the vast experience at the Corporal rank, and even
developing it further, will  vastly improve the efficiency
of our military.

Corporal Daniel S. Hrycyk is serving with 17 Wing Electrical and
Mechanical Engineers in Winnipeg.
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NORTHERN EXPOSURE  
Commentary by Martin Shadwick 
  
One of the most enduring traits of Canadian 
foreign and defence policy has been the 
appearance, seemingly like clockwork, of an 
Arctic sovereignty and security crisis every 
ten-to-fifteen years. During the Second 
World War, the massive influx of American 
military personnel associated with the 
Alaska Highway raised troubling questions 
about Canadian sovereignty in the far north. 
So, too, did the commissioning of the US 
funded and US-operated radar stations of the 
Distant Early Warning Line in the mid-to-
late 1950s. In 1969 and 1970, Canadian and 
American differences over the international 
legal status of the Northwest Passage were 
thrown into sharp relief by the Manhattan 
affair. Debates of an essentially similar 
nature – exacerbated by a concurrent 
controversy over perceived links between 
North American Air Defence Modernization 
(NAADM) and the Strategic Defense 
Initiative – followed the transit of the 
Northwest Passage by the US Coast Guard 
icebreaker Polar Sea in 1985. Has the next 
instalment in this series proved stillborn, or 
is it merely marking time? 
 
 Ottawa has traditionally responded to 
such crises with a variety of legal and 
diplomatic instruments (e.g., the Arctic 
Waters Pollution Prevention Act of 1970, 
the Canada-US Arctic Cooperation 
Agreement of 1988), and by bolstering the 
official Canadian presence – both military 
and non-military – in the Far North. The 
Trudeau government, for example, instituted 
northern surveillance patrols by the Air 
Force, regular Arctic deployments by land 
and naval forces, and a northern 
development plan which included the 
construction, by military engineers, of 
civilian airfields and bridges. The Mulroney 
government's response to the Polar Sea 
affair included an increase in the number of 
northern surveillance patrols and the 

reactivation of northern naval deployments. 
Also relevant, directly or indirectly, to 
Arctic sovereignty and security were its 
plans for a northern training centre, a 
massive fleet of northern terrain vehicles, 
and a three-ocean navy replete with nuclear-
propelled submarines. It noted, too, that the 
radar and other elements of NAADM would 
enhance, rather than diminish, Canadian 
sovereignty in the Arctic. 
 
 Unfortunately, another enduring trait 
is the cyclical ‘boom and bust’ nature of 
Canadian military activity in the Far North. 
The Arctic surge which characterized the 
early Trudeau years flickered and then 
fizzled as higher priorities, such as the 1975 
restoration of NATO to its pre-eminent 
position in Canadian defence policy, 
intruded. The Mulroney-era meltdown was 
even more spectacular, as deficit and debt 
considerations, and then the end of the Cold 
War, gutted almost all of its northern 
sovereignty and security initiatives. 
 
 With some exceptions – such as an 
increase in the authorized strength of the 
indefatigable Canadian Rangers and the 
transfer north of two Twin Otters (for an 
eye-watering total of four) – the military's 
northern profile, and hence its ability to 
demonstrate presence, has continued to 
erode during the Chretien era. Budgetary 
restrictions, a plethora of resource-
devouring overseas commitments, and other 
factors have essentially eliminated naval 
deployments in the north, reduced the Army 
to two tiny sovereignty operations per year, 
and slashed the Air Force's northern 
surveillance patrols to two per year. The 
proposed Arctic Sub-Surface Surveillance 
System was cancelled in 1998. In prospect 
are a reduced Aurora fleet and the disposal 
of the still youthful Arcturus Arctic and 
Maritime Surveillance Aircraft. The 



Canadian military's corporate knowledge of 
the Arctic is fading, and with it Canada's 
claim to an Arctic-capable defence 
establishment. 
 
 It is, in some respects, surprising that 
a sovereignty and security crisis is overdue. 
Have specialists not warned that climate 
change will facilitate dramatically enhanced 
international commercial and naval access to 
the Northwest Passage, thereby presenting 
Canada with new American, European and 
other challenges to its Arctic sovereignty 
and a host of new security, human security 
and environmental security concerns? Do 
not developments in the US, such as the 
creation of Northern Command, renewed 
attention to ballistic missile defence (which 
may yet have direct territorial implications 
for Canada) and cruise missile defence, and 
an understandable preoccupation with 
homeland defence as a whole, have potential 
repercussions for Canadian sovereignty and 
security in the Arctic? 
 
 Perhaps climate change in the Arctic 
is too abstract, or seemingly too distant, to 
animate Canadians. Perhaps, as Franklyn 
Griffiths posited in 1999, Canada has 
outgrown the traditional “national-interests 
view of the Northwest Passage”. Perhaps a 
single event, such as a high profile foreign 
transit, is a necessary catalyst. Perhaps a 
preoccupation with other issues, such as the 

broader woes of the Canadian Forces, have 
diverted the country's attention. Perhaps 
some recent opportunities to sensitize 
Canadians to Arctic sovereignty and security 
have been squandered (e.g., the Liu Centre's 
sensationalistic report by Michael Byers). 
 
 Yet, in the final analysis, Canada 
must devote additional attention to 
sovereignty, security and stewardship in the 
Arctic. The nature of this enhanced profile – 
which might also provide a measured 
counterweight to the increasing north-south 
pull of Canada-US defence relations – could 
take many forms, but a review might explore 
additional land, sea and air deployments 
from southern Canada, improved, multi-
agency data sharing and analysis, a modest 
northern training centre, the retention and 
upgrading of the Arcturus, a supplement to 
the Twin Otter, an ice-capable seabed 
operations vessel, additional northern terrain 
vehicles, space-based sensors, unmanned 
aerial vehicles, sub-surface surveillance 
systems, and high frequency surface wave 
radar. 
 
 Previous Canadian governments 
were essentially reactive in their approaches 
to Arctic sovereignty and security. The 
Chretien government has the opportunity – 
indeed, the obligation – to be proactive, but 
will it seize the moment? 

 
Martin Shadwick teaches Canadian defence policy at York University.  He is a former editor of 
Canadian Defence Quarterly.   




